G DATA
NETWORK MONITORING MODULE

KEEP AN EYE ON YOUR COMPLETE NETWORK

The new Network Monitoring module helps you keep track of your complete infrastructure – from printers to servers.

With only a few clicks, you can define individual rules that can be used to monitor every device in your network.

The clear dashboard with its easy status symbols displays all status information at a glance – allowing you to quickly see if something needs your attention.

The optional Network Monitoring module is available any time as an extension for your Antivirus Business, Client Security Business, Endpoint Protection Business or Managed Endpoint Security license.

G DATA stands for excellent IT security for businesses. Our outstanding support and the ease of use of our solutions allow you to completely focus on your core business.

G DATA | SIMPLY SECURE

For more information, see b2b.gdatasoftware.com
YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE AT A GLANCE

**Individual templates to monitor your network**
Create your own templates for monitoring scenarios, which can be combined with any devices and services. For example, choose „CPU load“ and configure an individual threshold value, in order to receive notifications when the value is exceeded. With only a few clicks you can create a template, which can be assigned to multiple devices. For example, you can set up an early warning system if server load is getting too high and your online shop is at risk of downtime. At the same time, the amount of time needed to manage your network is reduced – not just for complex networks.

**Easily create and manage metrics**
As soon as you assign a template to a server, client, service or device, a „metric“ is created. From then on, you are informed about the status of your network at all times. Template assignments can be cancelled at any time, allowing you to redistribute metrics from your quota and adapt to changes in your network. Your metrics quota can be extended at any time by acquiring corresponding bundles from your G DATA partner.

**Statistics and real-time monitoring for your infrastructure**
The clear dashboard helps you find out which parts of your network require your attention. The extensive logging helps you track trends of individual values, allowing you to plan infrastructure investments in advance.

**Convenient email notifications**
If measured values are above or below the individual threshold value of a metric, you can choose to receive email notifications. This way, you are informed of potential problems, long before the situation escalates.

System requirements
www.gdatasoftware.com/solutions-products/business/system-requirements